SERVICE OVERVIEW

MODERNISING ENTERPRISE BI
Are you bearing high cost for your legacy BI?
Are your users unhappy with long time-to-value on
their reports & dashboards?
Are your users able to take action on their insights?
Are your users using old, clunky visualisations?

“Save a massive 75% in
people days by moving to a
new age data platform.”
Based on Acrotrend client data

WHAT WE NEED

Time with stakeholders to understand
reporting needs
1-2 dashboards from your legacy BI
platform to be migrated for a PoC (we
can help you shortlist them)
Access to your semantic layer to reverse
engineer your models
Access to data environments, or an
anonymised version of your dataset

We can help you modernise the state
of your BI and move away from your
legacy platform.
We will assess your current state, run a rapid PoC to
provide quick value and optionally also chart out a
roadmap with cost savings to move away from your
legacy enterprise BI platform

WHAT WE DO

Understand your BI
requirements &
recommend the right tool
to meet your needs
Migrate your dashboards
and reports from legacy BI
into recommended tool
Evaluate current
implementation & assess
migration complexity

What You Get Avg. delivery 2 to 4 weeks

WHAT WE DELIVER

A robust plan with a
quantifiable ROI for
modernising your
organisation’s BI

Example repair dashboard highlighting severity
and locations of areas requiring attention.

Migrated dashboards & reports in recommended
tool with a 2 week trial including support
Roadmap & business plan for
migrating/transforming historic reports

Our consultants are certified on various
visualisation tools including Looker, PowerBI,
Qlik & Tableau, with extensive experience &
expertise on legacy BI platforms. We currently
support all versions of Oracle Business
Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) and SAP
Business Objects for migration

About Acrotrend: We are a Customer Insights & Analytics
consultancy who uses the right technology, the right data
and ask unusual questions to get better business outcomes.

Who we work with:

